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Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to
create and experiment with new
techniques of applying Adobe
Photoshop filters both standard
and plug-in to still images, and
arranging them in a sequence of
frames in Macromedia Director to
create the effect of motion or move
ment of those still images. This study
will be presented as an interactive
project which lets the user explore
and navigate through the informa
tion provided.
Significantly, as Adobe Photoshop
is one of the most powerful image-
editing applications for designers,
photographers, and illustrators, the
uses of this program with their stan
dard and compatible plug-in filters
are widely expanded in different
ways. Additionally, filters offer pos
sibilities to combine their potentially
spectacular effects with other tech
niques.
In the process of experimenting,
Adobe Photoshop: a digital image
processing program, and
Macromedia Director: an authoring
tool for interactive multimedia with
animation environment, were used
as tools along with other applica
tions such as SoundEdit Pro, and
Finder Hider.
the potential information.
These new techniques, which com
bine the advantages of the two
applications, would be very useful
to be applied by viewers. A basic
understanding of computer technol
ogy, as well as basic familiarity
about Adobe Photoshop and
Macromedia Director, are assumed.
Definition of terms used in this
project are:
Filter Photoshop's small pro
grams, which could be selected
from the Filter menu to run on an
entire image or a selection, work by
manipulating the bits of data that
make up the digital image.
Motion The effect of movement
which is manipulated by applying
some filters on a still image.
As there are almost forty-five stan
dard filters and numerous plug-ins,
this project focused on seven select
ed filters six standard and one
plug-in. The final implementation is
an interactive project which lets
users experiment with these new
techniques while navigating through
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Review of the Related Literature
Adobe Photoshop is one of the most
powerful visual communication
tools. The program has expanded
the visual vocabulary of designers,
photographers, and illustrators to
express their creativity. It also pro
vides a laboratory for synthesizing
textures, patterns, and special
effects that can be applied to pho
tos, graphics, or video.
Photoshop's filters are small pro
grams that can be selected from the
Filter menu to run on an entire
image or a selection. These filters
work by manipulating the bits of
data that make up a digital image.
This manipulation or "pixel process
ing"
can create an unlimited num
ber of permutations of the original
image. Filters can be applied direct
ly or shown in the preview windows
that take the user into visual realms
of infinite magnification, color, and
pattern. The variety and scope of
filters seem endless.
Adobe Photoshop, like many other
applications such as Adobe
Premiere or Fractal Design Painter,
has two kinds of filters: built-in and
plug-in. Built-in filters also known
as native or standard filters are an
integral part of the program and
are always available in Photoshop's
Filter menu. Plug-in filters are like
special -effects programs software
add-ons that "plugged into" a
special folder. The Preference dialog
box allows users to inform
Photoshop where the Plug- ins folder
is located.
Filter Categories:1
1 . Special-effects filters have no
precedent in natural-media artwork
or photography and produce a
unique digital result.
2. Art-effects filters emulate natural
media, such as watercolor or col
ored pencil, or cause an image to
take on the appearance of another
medium.
3. Distortion filters displace pixels
by twisting or twirling them, or by
using any technique to shift their
shape.
4. Production filters are used by
prepress houses to prepare images
for print, multimedia, or video out
put. They emulate darkroom tech
niques or produce new effects for
print or video jobs.
5. Conversion filters include: con
version filters proper, which trans
form an image from one file format
to another; compression filters; for
mat conversion filters; and special
types of import transformation filters
such as Photo CD.
6. Hardware Plug-Ins: All filters that
add modular functionality to
Photoshop and other graphics
applications are
"plug-ins."
However, not all plug-ins are
"filters"
as we define them. Some
are no more than interfaces that
allow a particular external device
(such as a scanner, printer, or
digital camera) to interact with
Photoshop or with other graphics
applications.
Photoshop Standard
Filters
Photoshop 2.5.1 comes equipped
with more than 40 filters. The filters
are arranged hierarchically in the
Filter menu according to their func
tion.
1 . Blur Filters:
1.1 Blur
1 .2 Blur More
1 .3 Gaussian Blur
1 .4 Motion Blur
1 .5 Radial Blur
2. Distort Filters:
2.1 Displace
2.2 Pinch
2.3 Polar Coordinates
2.4 Ripple
2.5 Shear
2.6 Spherize
2.7 Twirl
2.8 Wave
2.9 Zig Zag
3. Noise Filters:
3.1 Add Noise
3.2 Despeckle
3.3 Median
5. Stylize Filters:
5.1 Color Halftone
5.2 Crystallize
5.3 Facet
5.4 Mosaic
5.5 Diffuse
5.6 Emboss
5.7 Extrude
5.8 Find Edges
5.9 Trace Contours
5.10 Fragment
5.1 1 Lens Flare
5.12 Pointillize
5.13 Solarize
5.14 Tiles
5.1 5 Wind
6. Video Filters:
6.1 NTSC Colors
6.2 De-Interlace
7. Special-Purpose Filters:
7.1 Custom
7.2 High Pass
7.3 Maximum
7.4 Minimum
7.5 Offset
4. Sharpen Filters:
4.1 Sharpen
4.2 Sharpen More
4.3 Sharpen Edges
4.4 Unsharp Mask
Plug-in Filters
(These filter sets are alphabetically
listed by the company name.)
ALARIS
1. Apertura
1.1 TIFF
1 .2 HandshakeCT
1 .3 HandshakeLW
1 .4 AccessCT
1 .5 AccessLW
ALDUS
Gallery Effects: Three separate
volumes ofplug-in filters (16 filters
per volume) apply a variety of dra
matic, photographic, and natural-
media effects to images.
2. Gallery Effects; Classic Art,
Volumel
2.1 Chalk & Charcoal
2.2 Charcoal
2.3 Chrome
2.4 Craquelure
2.5 Dark Strokes
2.6 Dry Brush
2.7 Emboss
2.8 Film Grain
2.9 Fresco
2.10 Graphic Pen
2.1 1 Mosaic
2. 1 2 Poster Edges
2.13 Ripple
2.14 Smudge Stick
2.15 Spatter
2.16 Watercolor
3. Gallery Effects; Classic Art,
Volume2
3.1 Accented Edges
3.2 Angled Strokes
3.3 Bas Relief
3.4 Colored Pencil
3.5 Diffuse Glow
3.6 Glowing Edges
3.7 Grain
3.8 Note Paper
3.9 Palette Knife
3.10 Patchwork
3.1 1 Photocopy
3.12 Rough Pastels
3.13 Sprayed Strokes
3.14 Stamp
3.15 Texturizer
3.16 Underpainting
4. Gallery Effects; Classic Art,
Volume3
4. 1 Conte Crayon
4.2 Crosshatch
4.3 Cut Out
4.4 Glass
4.5 Halftone
4.6 Ink Outlines
4.7 Neon Glow
4.8 Paint Daubs
4.9 Plaster
4.10 Plastic Wrap
4.1 1 Reticulation
4. 1 2 Sponge
4.13 Stained Glass
4.14Sumi-E
4. 1 5 Torn Edges
4. 1 6 Water Paper
ANDROMEDA FILTERS
5. Andromeda Series 1
5.1 cMuIti
5.2 Designs
5.3 Diffract
5.4 Halo
5.5 Prism
5.6 Rainbow
5.7 Reflection
5.8 sMuIti
5.9 Star
5. 1 0 Velocity
6. Andromeda Series2
- 3D Surface Mapping
7. Andromeda Series3
- Mezzo Filter
CANDELA
8. ColorCrypt
9. PrintCal'PI
10. ScanCal
DPA SOFTWARE
1 1 . Intellihance GS/RGB/CMYK
1 2. IntellihancePro GS/RGB/CMYK
HSC SOFTWARE
1 3. Kai's Power Tools 2.0: A set of
over 30 special-effects filters for
Photoshop and other programs that
use plug-in technology.
13.1 Blur Submenu:
1 3.4 Noise Submenu:
- Grime Layer
- Hue Protected Noise
- Special Noises; Red,
Green, and Blue
1 3.5 Sharpen Submenu:
- Sharpen Intensity
1 3.6 Stylize Submenu:
- Diffuse More
- Find Edges/Invert
- Find Edges/Charcoal
- Find Edges/Soft
- Scatter Horizontal
1 3.7 Video Submenu:
- Cyclone
IMAGEXPRESS
14. ScanPrep
N SOFTWARE
15. LineWorker
- Smudge Darken/Lighten 1 - PlateMaker
1 3.2 Distort Submenu:
- Glass Lens
- Page Curl
13.3 KPT Submenu:
- Fractal Explorer
- Gradient Designer
- Gradients on Paths
- Texture Explorer
- 3D Stereo Noise
- Fade Contrast
- PixelStorm
- PixelWind
- PixelBreeze
- Seamless Welder
- Selection Info
IRONMIKE SOFTWARE
17. commThinq
17.1 commThing-TTY
17.2 commThing-T
17.3 commThing-DIT
1 7.4 commThing-R
18. IronMikePIK
18.1 JPEG Format
18.2 JPEG Acquire/TIFF
Acquire
18.3 JPEG Export/TIFF
Export
18.4 Add/Edit Caption
KNOLL SOFTWARE
1 9. CyberMesh
KODAK
20. Photo CD Acquire
MICROFRONTIER
21. Pattern Workshop
21.1 Pattern Fill
21 .2 Pattern Edit
PERFORMANCE
RESOURCES
22. Razza Matazz Filters
22.1 Fade
22.2 Tremor
22.3 Sepia
22.4 Split 1 28
22.5 RGB Swap
22.6 FrameMaker
22.7 Modulus
22.8 Trig
PREPRESS TECHNOLOGY
23. Spectre Filters
23.1 Color Correction
23.2 Unsharp Masking
RING OF FIRE
24. FotoMaqic
24.1 Color Expander
24.2 Color Filters
24.3 Color Noise
24.4 Color Ranger
24.5 Color Ranger II
24.6 Color Reversal
24.7 Color Scaler
24.1 Color Shifter
24. 1 Color Switcher
SAVITAR
25. ScanMatch
SECOND GLANCE
SOFTWARE
26. PhotoSpot
26.1 Acetone
26.2 Chromassage
26.3 Chromapoint
26.4 Laserseps
26.5 Paint Thinner
26.6 PhotoSpot
SOUTHWEST SOFTWARE
27. Color Encore for Scanners
STORM TECHNOLOGY
28. PicturePress
TOTAL INTEGRATION
29. FASTedit/CT and PRO
30. FASTedit/DCS
31. FASTedit/TIFF
32. Handshake/LW
33. IRIS/CT
34. FASTedit/VUE
35. FASTedit/Filmstrip
36. FASTedit/2.5
37. Epilogue PS
ULTIMATTE
38. PhotoFusion
XAOS TOOLS
39. Paint Alchemy: A user-config
urable brush-stroke filter that is fur
nished with 36 predesigned brushes
and 75 preset styles such as
Pointillist, Screen Door, Ripple, or
Sponge Print. In addition, any gray
scale PICT file can be imported as a
brushy
40. Terrazzo: Plug-in filter that gen
erates kaleidoscopic repeating pat
terns from any PICT or native
Photoshop-formatted image in RGB,
CMYK, or Grayscale modes.
SHAREWARE & FREEWARE
FILTERS
41. Adobe/Spectural
42. Paul Badger
42.1 Lumpy Noise
42.2 Vector Graph
42.3 Radar
43. Jim Bumaardner
- Expression 3.0
44. Jeff Burton
- Back Swap
45. Chris Cox
45.1 Average
45.2 BitShift
45.3 Total Noise
45.4 Fractal Noise
45.5 Plaid
45.6 Psycho
45.7 UnAlias
45.8 Edge 3X3
45.9 Erosion
45.10 Dilation
45.11 Skeleton
45.12 Colorkey
45. 1 3 Chromakey
45.14 Fastkey
46. John Knoll
- Cross-Stitch
47. Thomos Knoll
- Angles
48. Sucking Fish Series
48.1 Deko-Boko
48.2 Mr. So'Kan
49. Kas Thomas
- Warm Contrast
This project focuses on the motion
effects of the filters which are
applied to a still image, by experi
menting with all standard filters and
some plug-ins. Finally, six standard
filters and one plug-in are selected
and discussed in detail.
Filters selected to be used in this
project:
Standard Photoshop filters:
1 . Blur: Radial Blur
2. Distort: Ripple
3. Distort: Spherize
4. Distort: Twirl
5. Distort: Wave
6. Stylize: Extrude
Plug-in filter:
7. Distort: KPT Gloss Lens
Normol/Bright/Soft
Descriptions of Selected
Filters:
Amount: 10
Blur center:
ff ** ^T ^ >
f 1
f - \
i(i;n<:Mt!in
[ t : i J
KssC^.n.
^a
Cancel
Blur method:
Spin
O Zoom
Quality:
O draft
good
Obest
Blur: Radial Blur dialog box.
1 . Blur: Radial Blur Filter
7ype: Speciol-effects filter
Description: Rgdigl Blur shifts and
blurs pixels with two different meth
ods of application. The Spin method
blurs pixels in a circular fashion,
while the Zoom method blurs pixels
as if one was moving in or out of
the image.
Radial Blur: 10/Spin/Good
Radial Blur: 10/Zoom/Good
2. Distort: Ripple Filter
Size:
Small
O Medium
O Large
ii
Distort: Ripple dialog box.
Type: Distortion filter
Description: The Ripple filter distorts
the image in small, medium, or
large curves that affect the image
horizontally and vertically. The rip
ple can be set intensively by enter
ing a number from 1 to 999.
Ripple: WO/Small
Ripple: 2 1 0/Medium
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3. Distort: Spherize Filter
Spherize
Rmount: 100
2.
Mode:
O Normal
() Horizontal only
O Uertical only
CZD
Cancel
..-..-...-..-..-..--..
Distort: Spherize dialog box.
Type: Distortion filter
Description: The Spherize filter
gives an image the appearance of
being bubbled in an outward or
inward direction, depending on the
positive or negative percentage
entered in the dialog box. The
selection can be affected on the
horizontal or vertical axis only.
When the selection is not square,
the Spherize filter distorts it in a cir
cular pattern by assigning the short
est dimension as the circular distor
tion height.
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Spherize: 1 OO/Horizontal Only
Spherize: 100/Vertical Only
12
4. Distort: Twirl Filter
Type: Distortion filter
Description: The Twirl filter makes a
twirling distortion on an image,
using the center of the selection as
the pivot point.
Distort: Twirl dialog box.
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Twirl: Angle 50
Twirl: Angle 400
14
5. Distort: Wave Filter
LDaue
Number of Generators:
25^
Min.
Scale:
Ma.
LUauelength: 10 250|
a A
Amplitude: 5 20
z^Z^
Horiz. Uert.
100 % 100
Undefined Rreas:
O LUrap Rround
Repeat edge pixels
Type:
Sine
O Triangle
O Square
Randomize
Distort: Wave dialog box.
Type: Distortion filter
Description: The Wave filter distorts
an image in different sizes of curves
that affect the image horizontally
and vertically. The number of wave
generators (range: 1 to 999), the
minimum and maximum wavelength
(range: 1 to 9,999), the height or
amplitude of the waves (range: 1 to
9,999), the horizontal and vertical
scale (range: -9,999 percent to
9,999 percent), and the wave type
(sine, triangle, or square) can all be
specified.
15
Wave: 3/10-250/5-20/ 100%- 100%/
Repeat edge pixels/Sine
Wave: 3/10-999/5-15/100%-! 00%/
Repeat edge pixels/Square
16
6. Stylize: Extrude Filter
EHtrude
Type: Blocks O Pyramids
(piKels)Size: 30
Depth: 30
random
O leuel-based
D Solid front faces
D Mask incomplete blocks
HHaaaaaaMWMHAB
7ype: Special-effects filter
Description: The Extrude filter cuts a
selection into a series of gridded,
three-dimensional chips. Either
block-shaped sections that use the
predominant color of each block as
the front face, or blocks that use
image areas as the front face of
each block may be specified.
Alternatively, a pyramid shape may
be selected as the grid block. The
size of the grid block and the depth
or length of the extrusion can be
controlled. The extrusion depth may
be defined to correspond to the
light and dark areas of the image.
Light areas appear to extrude far
ther than dark areas.
Stylize: Extrude dialog box.
17
Extrude: Blocks/30/30/Random
Extrude: Pyramids/20/40/Level-based
18
7. Distort: Glass Lens Filter
(HSC Software-Kai's Power
Tools 2.0)
Type: Special-effects filter
Description: The Glass Lens filter
produces an actual ray-traced 3-D
sphere within a selection, complete
with highlight, an ambient light
source, and a cast shadow. The
user can set the position of the
highlight on the sphere and choose
one of three light source intensi
ties Bright, Medium, or Soft.
19
Glass Lens: Bright
Glass Lens: Soft
20
Interface Design
Multimedia such as CD-ROMs,
kiosks, presentations, and training
programs should provide good
information and help users learn,
use, and navigate their contents. To
design an interface, understanding
the users and designing an appro
priate interface for the audience
and the contents are important.^
Additionally, interactive content pre
sents two design challenges: mak
ing the material interesting and
making it easy to locate.
The more familiar and appealling
an interface, the easier it will be to
learn and use. This applies to the
design controls, typography, sym
bols, icons, charts, maps, diagrams,
illustrations, photos, videos, any
underlying grid structure, and color
relationship.
Metaphor
Consistency and clarity are two of
the most important concerns in
developing metaphors or the inter
face design. All data and functions
should be appropriately organized
and presented in a way that users
can easily navigate through the
contents.
Use concrete metaphors so that
users have a set of expectations to
apply to computer environments.
Whenever appropriate, use
audio and visual effects that sup
port the metaphor/
Tools
The tools for navigation such as
menus, dialog boxes, and control
panels should make data and
functions appear simple.
Appropriate organization of content
and layout help users to navigate
and interact in an effective way.
The appearance, the caption, and
the size of the buttons are all
aspects that tell users how to control
movement within the project.
PIannmg
The planning process for an inter
active project is significantly differ
ent from that of the more tradition
al, linear model. The way in which
one topic is accessed from another
reveals new challenges for users
more comfortable with a model
where a second topic follows the
first. Planning these topical relation
ships can be done using several
methods, such as:
building a flow chart
creating an outline
using an alphabetical index to
make topics more accessible.
The appropriate method should
both match the ability to organize
and complement the complexity of
the content.
21
Visual Appeal
Visual design within an interactive
environment not only helps support
the content, but supports how users
will find and access the content.
Consider the ways in which one
moves forward and backward (pre
vious and next), jumps to a related
topic or views a table of contents/
index page. These are all critical
aspects of good interface design.
Simplicity
Using a simple organizational strat
egy, the project will be easier to
produce and will be easier for
viewers to use. Nothing is more dis
tracting to the content of an appli
cation than getting lost in a web of
instructions. Including an index or
other master topic list will effectively
hide the complexity and confusion
introduced by facing too many
choices at once, yet provides the
functionality when it is needed.
Testing
An important process between
design and production is testing.
The finished project should be test
ed without the guidance of the
author. It's the last chance to find
any hidden problems. Testing may
be partially done by the author, but
will be most effective if done by
other people. Check the project on
all configurations of memory and
machines on which the author
intends the stack to run.
"Have someone else test every but
ton, command, and dialog box
option. Check animation for speed
and smoothness, for visual impact,
and for synchronization with sound.
Evaluate visual effects for consisten
cy. Check sound for volume, pace,
and smoothness. Edit writing for
flow, typographical or grammatical
errors, and consistent font usage.
Check button, field, and graphic
placement."' "
22
Procedure
Working with Adobe
Photoshop
In Adobe Photoshop, images were
manipulated and experimented with
by applying seven selected filters
both standard and plug-in.
Filters selected to be used in this
project:
Standard Photoshop filters:
1 . Blur: Radial Blur
2. Distort: Ripple
3. Distort: Spherize
4. Distort: Twirl
5. Distort: Wave
6. Stylize: Extrude
Plug-in filter:
7. Distort: KPT Glass Lens
Normal/Bright/Soft
All images were scanned from 7bny
Stone Images Catalog, Volumes 6
and 7 at 72 dpi. (RGB mode). After
manipulated, they were saved as
PICT files and numbered sequential
ly (ex. Ripple 1, Ripple2, Ripple3,
etc.). Also they were put in the
same folder in order to be easily
arranged in the correct sequence
when imported as cast members in
Macromedia Director.
The following images are shown in
order with the caption below.
Numerical settings are listed in the
order they appear in the filter's dia
log box. If the default settings were
used, no settings are shown.
(Images are shown smaller than the
actual size.)
1. Distort: Radial Blur Filter
Actual Size: 31 9 x 380 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 356k
Mode: RGB
Circle selection: Size 360 x 360
pixels with feather 1 0 pixels
Radial Blurl
Circle selection with Brightness -33,
Radial Blur amount 26/
Zoom/Good
23
Radial Blur2
Circle selection with Brightness -31,
Radial Blur amount 41/
Zoom/Good
Radial Blur3
Circle selection with Brightness -34,
Radial Blur amount +56/
Zoom/Good
24
Radial Blur4
Select All, Color Balance: Cyan
- 1 00/Blue + 1 00, Radial Blur
amount 74/Zoom/Good
Radial Blur5
Load circle selection, Inverse,
Radial Blur amount 21 /Spin/Good,
Brightness +30
25
Radial Blur6
Inverse selection, Radial Blur
amount 66/Spin/Good
Circle selection, Radial Blur
amount 92/Zoom/Good
Radial Blur7
Inverse selection,
Brightness +60
26
2. Distort: Ripple Filter
Actual Size: 299 x 385 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 338k
Mode: RGB
Chalk selection with feather 1
pixel
Ripple 1
Original image
27
Ripple2
Chalk selection then inverse,
Ripple amount -56
Ripple3
Chalk selection then inverse,
Ripple amount -156
28
Ripple4
Chalk selection then inverse,
Ripple amount -484
Ripple5
Chalk selection then inverse,
Ripple amount -999
29
Ripple6
Chalk selection,
Ripple amount -225
Ripple7
Chalk selection,
Ripple amount -650
30
3. Distort: Spherize Filter
Actual Size: 298 x 380 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 332k
Mode: RGB
Circle selection (inside the
magnifying glass) with feather 2
pixels
Spherize 1
Selection, Spherize amount 54%,
Vertical Only
Spherize2
Selection, Spherize amount 1 00%,
Vertical Only
31
5pfier;ze3
Selection, Spherize amount 54%,
Horizontal Only
SpherizeA
Selection, Spherize amount 1 00%,
Horizontal Only
32
Spherize5
Selection, Spherize amount -43%,
Normal
Spherize6
Selection, Spherize amount 1 %,
Normal
33
It," n V.**-'
Spherize7
Selection, Spherize amount 48%,
Normal
Spherize8
Selection, Spherize amount 92%,
Normal
34
3. Distort: Twirl Filter
Actual Size: 344 x 248 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 250k
Mode: RGB
Imagel : Original image
Image2: Some areas were
changed into orange color
Twirl 1
Image 1
Original image (No filter)
Twirl2
Image2
Original image (No filter)
35
Twirl3
Image 1
TwirlAngle
Twirl4
Image2
Twirl Angle
36
TwirlS
Image 1
Twirl Angle
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Twirl6
Image2
TwirlAngle
37
Twirl7
Image 1
TwirlAngle
Twirl8
Image2
Twirl Angle
38
Twirl9
Image2
Twirl Angle
39
5. Distort: Wave Filter
Actual Size: 284 x 385 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 321k
Mode: RGB
Distort: Wave filter details:
Number of Generators: 5
Type: Sine
Wavelength Min.: 5, Max.: 20
Amplitude Min.: 5, Max.: 16
Undefined Areas: Repeat edge
pixels
Wavel
Original image
40
Wave2
Wave: Scale Horizontal 0%,
Vertical 26%
Wave3
Wave: Scale Horizontal 0%,
Vertical 54%
41
... .y: ::\.^: <:
Wgve4
Wave: Scale Horizontal 0%,
Vertical 100%
WaveS
Wave: Scale Horizontal 2 1 %,
Vertical 0%
42
Wave6
Wave: Scale Horizontal 56%,
Vertical 0%
Wave7
Wave: Scale Horizontal 89%,
Vertical 89%,
Blur: Gaussian Blur 2 pixels
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6. Stylize: Extrude Filter
Actual Size: 344 x 263 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 266k
Mode: RGB
Clock selection with feather 1
pixel
Extrude 1
Original image
Extrude2
Clock selection, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 10/Depth 10,
Random
44
Extrude3
Clock selection, Exfrude(Blocks)
Size 10/Depth 30,
Random
Extrude4
Clock selection, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 20/Depth 30,
Random
45
Extrude5
Clock selection, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 20/Depth 50, Random
Extrude6
SelectAll, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 20/Depth 50,
Random
46
Exttvde7
Select All, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 20/Depth 80, Random
Extrude8
SelectAll, Extrude(Blocks)
Size 30/Depth 100,
Random
47
7. Distort: Glass Lens Filter
Actual Size: 294 x 385 pixels
Resolution: 72 dpi.
Actual File Size: 332k
Mode: RGB
Using different sizes of circle
selections (from small to large)
Glass Lensl
Original image,
Color balance: Blue + 1 00
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G/ass Lens2
G/ass Lens: Soft
Glass Lens3
Glass Lens: Bright,
Color balance: Blue +100
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Glass Lens4
Glass Lens: Normal,
Brightness: + 1 8
Glass LensS
Glass Lens: Soft,
Color balance: Blue +100
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G/oss /.ens6
G/ass tens: Normal,
Brightness: + 1 8
Glass Lens7
Glass Lens: Soft,
Color balance: Blue +100
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Working with
Macromedia Pi rector 1 . Distort: Radial Blur Filter
For each filter, a Director file was
separately constructed by sharing
some cast members, background,
sound, and interactive graphic ele
ments. All graphics and texts were
created in Adobe Photoshop and
saved as PICT files. Each filter
movie was saved as a Director file,
except the introduction which was
saved as a projector.
In each Director file, the images
manipulated with filters were
imported and arranged on the
stage in a sequence of frames.
Repeating or reversing frames per
formed a loop of motion. An
appropriate frame rate (frames per
second) effectively brought up the
visual effect of motion for each
filter.
For each filter, the following infor
mation provides the frame rate, the
number of total frames, the number
of total images, and the sequence
of frames in a loop.
Frame rate: 8 frames per second
Total frames: 1 4 frames
Total images: 7 images Loop
y
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frame number
Image number
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
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2. Distort: Ripple Filter
Frame rate: 6 frames per second
Total frames: 1 5 frames
Total images: 7 images
Loop
r i
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
i 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1 1 6 7 6 1
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
3. Distort: Spherize Filter
Frame rate: 8 frames per second
Total frames: 1 6 frames
Total images: 8 images
Frame number
Image number
Loop
t
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 6 5 6 7 8 7 6
Frame number
Image number
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
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4. Distort: Twirl Filter
Frame rate: 1 0 frames per second
Total frames: 1 6 frames
Total images: 9 images
Loot>
r
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 5 6 3 4 1
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
5. Distort: Wave Filter
Frame rate: 8 frames per second
Total frames: 1 5 frames
Total images: 7 images
Loop
Frame number
Image number
t
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2 3 4 3 2 1 1 5 6 7 7 6 5 1
Frame number
Image number
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
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6. Stylize: Extrude Filter
Frame rate: 8 frames per second
Total frames: 1 6 frames
Total images: 8 images
Loop
T
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Frame number
Image number
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
7. Distort: Glass Lens Filter
Frame rate: 1 0 frames per second
Total frames: 1 4 frames
Total images: 7 images
Loop
r~
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Frame number
Image number
The sequence of frames and images in 1 loop
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Sounds were copied from A Zillion
Sounds CD-ROM (Ebook, Inc.,
1 993) and edited in SoundEdit Pro.
These sounds were added to the
buttons as feedback when users
clicked on them.
At last, the Introduction was saved
as a projector a play-only version
of a Director movie. So anyone
even someone who does not own a
copy of Director can play it.
Each section provided buttons for
accessing "Help", "Appendix", and
"Quit"
sections. Finally, all "Filter
Movies", "Introduction",
"Appendix", and "More
Info"
sec
tions were linked together by Lingo
script. The navigation structure is
shown by the chart on the next
pgge.
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Results
This "Filters in Motion" project con
sists of 1 0 Director files one pro
jector and nine Director movies.
The Introduction is a projector file
which also includes the "More Info"
section. Other Director files are:
Movie Radial Blur
Movie Ripple
Movie Spherize
Movie Twirl
Movie Wave
Movie Extrude
Movie Glass Lens
Appendix
Shared.dir
All texts, backgrounds, and graphic
elements, which were totally created
in Adobe Photoshop 2.5.1 , com
bined in harmony. Both geometric
and organic shapes and patterns
made a perfect contrast, even
emphasized each other. On some
screens, faded backgrounds made
the texts more dominant and easier
to read.
:r^::;
Intro-Thesis
'^y ;
'
Movie RadialBlur
rs^i
Movie Ripple
zms,
Movie GlassLens
H
' :
Movie Twirl Movie Wave
g|
Movie Spherize
Movie Extrude Shared.dir Appendix
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Introduction
This background was created in
Fractal Explorer 2.0. It also was
used throughout the project by fad
ing or cropping some areas. A brief
explanation about the project was
placed at the bottom of the screen.
The word "Motion" was centered
on the screen and was twisted by
applying the Twirl filter in two direc
tions inward and outward.
Sound was also incorporated with
the motion of the filter.
Users had to click on the invisible
button behind the screen to
continue.
Introduction on the background created in Fractal Explorer 2.0.
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'*;'''
m techn^uff for creating motion v ,
wkh Adobe Photoshop and Macromedia Directed-
Introduction section manipulated by using Twirl filter.
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Filter Menu
The same background used in the
Introduction was faded to empha
size the Filter buttons, which were
aligned with the pattern of the
background behind. The buttons
and the sample image at the center
were both in circular shapes.
When a user rolled over the but
tons, the text was highlighted, and
the sample image of each filter was
accordingly shown at the center.
The user selected a filter by clicking
on the button.
From this screen, access to the
"Help", "Appendix", "More Info",
and
"Quit"
sections was provided.
RaUnver tkt Jjuttenrt. and t*l$ct a hhff.
Filter Menu with seven buttons and sample image at the center.
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Filter Movies
After loading the movie file, the cir
cular sample image transformed
into a full image, which showed the
motion of the filter in loops. At
right, the frame and image numbers
were accordingly displayed along
with the images.
Beneath the image, a user could
control the movie by clicking on the
control panel. These buttons were
indicated by the icons of "Rewind",
"Forward", "Stop", "Backward",
and
"Play" functions.
For more information about the
frames and images, the
"Info" but
ton was provided near the control
panel. The user could go back to
the menu by clicking on the "Filter
Menu" button.
From this screen, access to the
"Help", "Appendix", "More Info",
and
"Quit"
sections was provided.
TTT
EIBilfe
'
\^-AMmmd
Mow to apply thii, technique?
Click
Info"
b-uiton tu enpiore mo rev
Fi!ie<'i
HowJ rM)'4\ , l>] ? j , Info')
kff&im
Each Filter movie provided the buttons to control the looping movie.
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Fitter Info
Vra.Y0CHo.6f Gefi,5,Typ*;Slfie,Wav*l*cigth
Min:5 Max:20,AmpllfoKte Mln:5 MaJdB.}
Scale Horiz.56%, VwtO*
E
otal: 1 S Frames m 1 Loop (8 fps)
Image InFs
- Total images: 7
284 X 3*5 plx. (ROD) 72dpl. 321k
|tj J i Movir,
AfffiHiDKK
m MORE IKFQ |
When clicking on the
"Info" button, filter and image information
showed on the screen frame by frame.
Each Filter movie used the same
background, graphics, and layout,
except the changing of color in the
squares which showed the number
of the frames.
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Help Screen
When clicking on the
"Help" button,
the dialog box explaining the differ
ent functions of the buttons and how
to navigate through the project
appeared on the screen. The user
had to click again on the button to
exit "Help".
"Help" dialog box provided information about the
buttons for different functions and navigation.
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AppendiIX
The Appendix provided information
about three topics:
1 . Photoshop Filters
2. Descriptions of Filters
3. Working with Director.
The user could browse through
these topics by clicking on the three
buttons at the bottom of the screen.
Cltqk prt ,i buUari brld'iw t.^ ^I'lrcJ, ,1 t,apic,
/
'
J : tt'ftttK
P'fjcnption-, a-' FiEtpr-r i ^arkiniq whh iO-irpc? qj
, J V
Title screen ofAppendix with three topic buttons at the bottom of the screen.
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1 . Photoshop Filters
This screen provided a list of seven
selected filters with the buttons
linked to the appendix. Tips for
rerunning the filters were also
shown by clicking on the 'Tips"
button.
The user could go back to the "Filter
Menu", or access "Help", "More
Info", or
"Quit"
sections from this
screen.
v -
r'H&to-s-h'spVfritfr-i are smalljwag^afivs that^*u"iM'5*Jftt fram th* 'Filter mtflu
to run tin nv Miiire imjijp or J se-Wtion.Within ihn. mruu, iFitt?j->ifFwtt are qrouop
alphabetical:!)' in -submenu by I-jpp or iiif-twai'r developer. Photo'ihQp'-i Filler menu
accnrpni':jrF-,iter> 'iotn built-Jn Fifte-r-i jnd jay pljq-in Folder or director*.
'-''""
StjndWd PKo t&tki p. Filler* k*l*twd)
i.--.
- ^
^ Blur: R^tlijli |lur
\jt Dibien; Ripple
J Di-jturt: Spheri**1
iDh-iort: T^crl
1 piswrirWme
^StylpjfF: Fjctrude
Pr* Bwwiwd-F te ***'(* iw fes*mitf
jdu uwd
Pluq-in Filter ls?lect*d!
dialog bflx of *M ftt$w fe) Filtitt'Wli'tuni
MORE MFD
Qe-,cnp1:ion-, of FiEf^r-* ij Wu-rkiniq wil.h. ElirenSoa- i
!?
Photoshop Filters, one of three topics in the Appendix section.
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2. Descriptions of Filters
This topic provided the descriptions
of each filter with a sample image
manipulated by that filter. A user
could click on the forward or back
ward buttons to browse through the
seven selected filters. After clicking
on the sample image, the number in
the dialog box changed in accor
dance with the image before or
after applying the filter.
The user could go back to the "Filter
Menu", or access "Help", "More
Info", or
"Quit"
sections from this
screen.
riBheii'l2Er
li m nun. J: OK
cancon
N TT
\i i b i
. il l li 1
n 11 - g I
sJiSEyESS;
g i
r
i< t
-
1,
i< i i
"J>. LLLHj
M^ririi.i;
^Normal
'O'torizofitali only
OHertkananly
| Distort Fitter Th? bpJiere filter givrs in imiqp the dppejrdJicif o'F Jjeirnj bubbled
I La an outward as inwjrd direction, rfrpendiriq cwi.tnir jia^rtivr or neqytti**' pertmtjnp
jdu t-M rr iip tkr iJulnqi baa. You cjn thau-n? to'aWrct th,e wlrttion tm
dt.il or verticil .isis o.nLy
Descriptions of Filters with filter's dialog box and sample image.
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3. Working with Director
This section briefly explained how
to import and arrange PICT files
from Photoshop in Director in five
steps. The user could navigate by
clicking on the five buttons with
numbers at the bottom of the
screen.
The user could go back to the "Filter
Menu", or access "Help", "More
Info", or "Quit" sections from this
screen.
"Working with
Director" briefly explained how to import and arrange PICT files in Director.
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More Info
The More Info part explained the
development of this interactive pro
ject, listed credits for the support
and inspiration of my advisors,
along with the hardware and soft
ware used.
The user could access the "Filter
Menu"
and
"Quit"
sections from
this screen.
About
."Filters. iitteraetiye project
Thc> "Filter* si
Mijtie>n"
lirt*rjtcee pi'5|cU >*.i-i sh^mjUy ife fiJi.il project for the- Eleetrswe
l*tot*gi".*pryf ifoef^c I took in bijaimw 1?94 at R!T TJicu It* fentlopwi w fee my the^ fo
drt JrlFA Sdhijd^C" in Cain^iitei" Gr"afibi&i Debiqn rMj*!1. On Apfit 2o. 1??$.. it ivdi- sh*vvn a-? jart
of th* O'Miftf.Jte, IVvi-j EsfbblitiSrt far $ftsa5 ^f .Vl Jftd Dfblqn Jt RlTr
_-_..
Credits. ffiSk
I'd fake W tFwnk.tlw follawnlq* for iJieii1 he's, jjupp.jrt aitd inspiration in the denflap
merit ot thmi jira-.n'cC "^ Jaime1*.V*r Haijue: Profebsoif at SIT. thew. arlviior
* Robert K^.juqh: P^Fesief dt RI7. tSebii aihibor
* Cordon fosdmaii: Prafeyyar at KST, tfiFMs adwyor
';
'
" Toffl Zigoitf IWeisaf l RIT
^-r t/,y ransilj., rny rrif-iidi. and people wiho qa-if me very p*.eM camrr.
The* pfopett *js treated enliF^lj vn Jf\ Apple MjcinrtcFvl'i FJujdra 6-60A.V tortFjijured with 2-t InB
or EtAM, an VPS WO ME Evtermdl UD. a Wacom Graphic^ Tablet and a
16"
Applr nioaitLor.
-Software used in thK prober,
aje,"
* Macromedia Director
* Ad^e.PfcswsJiufi - - -
. SoundEd.t Pro .(V
IISC SnlHwarf-IW-*
fmder?lieif
"More Info" section explained about the development of this project and the credits.
er TpoU
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Summary
Conclusion
The purposes of this thesis were to
create and experiment with new
techniques of applying Adobe
Photoshop filters to still images, then
arranging them in a sequence of
frames in Macromedia Director to
create the effect of motion, and also
to present this information as an
interactive project. This study had
succeeded in these goals.
Technically, it suggested the idea of
applying the useful features of stan
dard and plug- in Photoshop filters
and combining them with the
advantages of animation features of
the Director program. This experi
mentation furthered the usage of fil
ter manipulation from still to
motion effects and presented these
recommended results with informa
tion as parts of the interactive pro
ject. Aesthetically, the appropriate
conjunction of selecting and com
bining the image with the visual
effects of selected filters was shown
in each filter movie. Moreover, all
texts, graphics, and navigation tools
were designed in consistency and
clarity for the users.
Recommendations
After the study of this project, hope
fully these recommendations would
be helpful for others to apply these
techniques or further their studies.
Appropriate sound effects could
be added to emphasize the effect of
"Filters in Motion".
The series of images which were
manipulated with filters could be put
in a video-editing program such as
Adobe Premiere or the arranged
frames in Macromedia Director
could be exported as a QuickTime
movie.
Filter combinations could make
the movie more complex and create
more stunning effects.
These effects of "Filters in
Motion"
could be applied as com
puter arts project, story animation,
or transition effects which transform
one image to another.
Adobe Photoshop 3.0 (or newer)
provides more filters such as
Clouds, Dust & Scratches, and
Mezzotint. The "Filter Factory" on
the included CD-ROM allows the
users to create their own filters and
preview effects in a preview box.
The Lighting filter brings 3-D light
ing effects to 2-D images.
Additionally, the multiple layers
allow the users to work on isolated
elements without affecting the rest of
the image. ' ' These new features
should increase the ability to create
more striking effects.
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Endnotes
1 Bill Niffennegger, Photoshop Filter Finesse (New York: Random House, 1 994), 22.
2Cathy Abes, Photoshop f/x (Chapel Hill: Ventana Press, 1994), 44.
3David D. Busch, Macintosh FX (New York: MIS:Press, 1994), 155.
4Abes, 45.
5Aaron Marcus, "Making Multimedia Usable: User Interface
Design," New Media,
February 1995,98.
^Eric Dawes, "Increase Your Presentation Power With Interactivity," Presentation,
March 1995,25.
^Apple Computer, Inc., HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines (Cupertino: Addison-
Wesley, 1 989), 1 77.
8Dawes, 25.
9lbid., 26.
' 0Apple Computer, 1 66.
1 1 Jeff Burger, "Layers and Lighting Perfect a
Standard," New Media, January 1 995, 89.
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